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Summary
Initial-boundary value problems are the fundamental problems in partial differential
equations. Among them, the half space problem is the essential one. The classical
approaches for it emphasize more on the well-posed aspect while the point-wise
behavior is not fully understood. To gain more insights into the point-wise behavior,
Liu and Yu [16] initiated a new program—Algebraic Complex Scheme recently .
In this thesis, we aim at developing the Algebraic Complex Scheme and applying
it to study the Green’s function for viscous system.
To be more specific, firstly 2 toy models, the 1-D convection heat equation and 1-
D compressible Navier-Stokes equation with Robin condition were investigated. The
explicit full boundary data and the detailed quantitative description were obtained
up to exponentially decaying terms.
Next, we considered the multi-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equation
in half space. We first obtained the point-wise estimates of fundamental solution for
Cauchy problem by long-short wave decomposition and weighted energy estimate.
Then we applied Liu-Yu algorithm to find the Green’s function in transformed vari-
able. By comparing representation of fundamental solution and Green’s function in
transformed variables, we obtained the Green’s function exactly in terms of compo-




Our understanding of the fundamental processes of the natural world is based on
a large extent on partial differential equations (PDEs). The study of PDEs can be
traced back to 18th century, as a mathematical language to describe the mechanics of
continuous medium and as the principal tool to analytical study of physical science.
Examples include the vibration of solids, the spread of heat, the diffusion of chemi-
cals and flow of fluids. More recently, PDE also appears naturally in modern physics
such as quantum mechanics and general relativity, for which the Schro¨dinger’s equa-
tion and Einstein’s equation are the fundamental and central equations respectively.
The PDEs also arise in finance, for example, the Black–Scholes equation gave a
quantitative description of financial market. Among these equations, the evolution-
ary one, i.e., the PDEs depending on time are usually more interesting, since the
solution of them can give the dynamical description of the model.
1.1 General Description of Initial-Boundaray value
problems
Typically, a PDE admits many solutions. To single out the unique solution which
models the real world, one needs to impose additional conditions. These conditions
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are motivated by the physics and they come in two categories, initial conditions
and boundary conditions. The initial condition specifies the physical state at an
instant time. For evolutionary PDEs, the initial condition is a necessary condition.
In addition, in each physical problem there is a physical domain, only in which the
PDE is valid. From physical intuition, to determine the solution, it is necessary to
specify some boundary conditions.
If the PDE is defined in the whole space, there is no boundary so that no bound-
ary condition is needed. Instead of boundary condition the decaying condition at
infinity should be imposed. In this case, Fourier analysis is a widely used method
for this case, since one can use Fourier analysis to convert this kind of PDEs from
physical variables to Fourier variables. By many highly developed tools in Fourier
analysis [32],[25], one can obtain the asymptotic behaviors of the solution in Fourier
domain and invert them back to physical domain to obtain some boundedness and
asymptotic results. However, Fourier transformation is only applicable for function
defined on whole space. Therefore, in the presence of boundary, Fourier analysis
method faces insurmountable difficulty.
Started from 1950s, pseudo-differential method, which can be thought as the gen-
eralization of Fourier transformation, was developed by Hormander et al[4],[5],[23].
By this method, people were able to propose the Lopatinski condition to answer
under what boundary condition the PDE is well-posed.Although knowing the well-
posedness of PDE, the pseudo-differential method cannot provide the detailed enough
point-wise behavior of the solution to fully understand the phenomena.
New methodologies and tools are thus required to gain more insight into bound-
ary value problem.
1.2 Algebraic-Complex Scheme
Recently, to better understand the boundary value problem, especially on the point-
wise behavior, Liu and Yu [16],[13] initiated a new program—Algebraic-Complex
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Scheme to study the initial boundary PDE problem. By constructing the funda-
mental function for corresponding whole space problem, they were able to shift the
initial condition to boundary and obtain a homogenous initial condition and non-
homogeneous boundary condition problem. Then by combining the Laplace-Fourier
transform, the problem was converted to a purely algebraic problem in transform
variables. The delicate complex analysis and decomposition of transform domain,
together with the energy method and Sobolev inequality will give the detailed point-
wise structure up to exponentially decaying terms. The author of this thesis has
participated in this program and obtained some new pointwise understandings of
some classical PDEs, for example, heat equation and Navier-Stokes equation [27],
Lamb’s problem [28].
In the rest of this chapter, the main idea of the Algebraic-Complex Scheme will
be introduced.








The unknown functions are u = u(x, t) ∈ Rm. The space variables are x =
(x1, x2, · · · , xn) ≡ (x1, x′) ∈ Rn+, so that the boundary of the spatial domain is
∂Rn+ = {x : x = (0, x′), x′ = (x2, · · · , xn) ∈ Rn−1}. (1.2.2)
The coefficients Aj,Bij are n×n matrices in R and satisfy, for any (ω1, · · · , ωn)
on the unit sphere Sn−1 ≡ {x ∈ Rn : |x| = 1},
• (Hyperbolicity) All eigenvalues of ∑nj=1 ωjAj are real numbers,
• (Viscosity) The matrix ∑ni,j=1 ωiωjBij is a non-negative definite matrix.
To construct the Green’s function for (1.2.1), we divide the general framework
into the following steps.
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1.2.1 Fundamental solution, Green’s funciton and Dirichlet-
Neumann map.











G(x, t) = 0,
G(x, 0) = δ(x)Im,
(1.2.3)
where In is the n× n identity matrix.
There are many highly developed tools for finding the fundamental solution,
for example harmonic analysis cf. [25]. Complex analytic technique is also useful
sometimes, cf. [31].











G(x,y, t) = 0,
G(x,y, t)|x∈∂Rn+ = 0,
G(x,y, 0) = δ(x− y)Im,
(1.2.4)
where y ∈ Rn+.
Their difference











H(x,y, t) = 0,
H(x,y, t)|x∈∂Rn+ = − G(x− y, t)|x∈∂Rn+ ,
H(x,y, 0) = 0,
(1.2.5)
By integrating (1.2.5) times G and applying (1.2.3), one can represent H(x,y, t)
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B11∂x1G(x− z, t− τ)H(z,y, τ)dzdτ.
(1.2.6)
This gives the representation of H(x,y, t) in terms of Dirichlet data H(z,y, τ)
and Neumann data H(z,y, τ), where z ∈ ∂Rn+. On the other hand, for a well-posed
initial-boundary value problem, only some combination of the Dirichlet and the
Neumann boundary values are given. A Dirichlet-Neumann relation would provide
both the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary values and thereby the explicit rep-
resentation of H(x,y, t) by (1.2.6) and consequently yields the explicit construction
of the Green’s function
G(x,y, t) = H(x,y, t) +G(x− y, t).
Thus the relation of Dirichlet and Neumann data are key to construct the Green’s
function.
1.2.2 Laplace-Fourier transforms.
From the first step, we are concerning how to obtain the Dirichlet-Neumann relation.
In the construction of full boundary data, the crucial step is removal of initial







Bij∂xi∂xju x1 > 0,
u(x, 0) = 0.
(1.2.7)
Taking Fourier transform with respect to tangential variable x′ = (x2, · · · , xn)
and Laplace transform to x1 and t variable, denoting the transformed variables by
ξ′, ζ, s respectively, then one obtains an algebraic polynomial system in transformed
variables.















The Dirichlet and Neumann data on boundary are denoted by:
ub(x



















Here we denote the original function and transformed one by same notation, I
trust there is no confusion since one can differ them from the depending variables.
To be compatible with the zero initial condition, the boundary value is taken to
be in the space V :
ub(x
′, ·) ∈ V ≡ {g ∈ C∞(R+) ∩ L∞(R+)|g[n](0) = 0 for all n ∈ N ∪ {0}} .
The algebraic system is(










= −B11un(ξ′, s) +
(









Solving the linear system (1.2.10), we obtain the solution in terms of boundary






























s+ ζA1 − ζ2B11 +
































We note that this step and the next step are also standard procedure for the
study of initial-boundary value problem, cf. [10]. As we are not confined to the
study of the initial-boundary value problem, the boundary value at the boundary
x1 = 0 is not given. Nevertheless, it is known that when B11 is a full rank matrix,
for well-posedness, the full boundary Dirichlet value can be given. In the general
situation, there is no theory to provide the well-posed boundary Dirichlet data for a
given B11. It is understood that the form of boundary data depends on the structure
of the equations under consideration.
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1.2.3 The Dirichlet-Neumann map in the transformed vari-
able, the Master Relationship
This step is to apply the stability, well-posedness analysis to identify the symbol of
differential operator in the direction normal to the boundary in terms of that in the
tangential direction.
One applies the Bromwich integral for the inversion of the Laplace transform:












where the integration is done along the vertical line <(s) = γ in the complex plane
such that γ is greater than the real part of all singularities of F (s).
For ξ′ and s fixed, let ζ = λj(ξ′, s) be the roots of the characteristic polynomial
p(ζ, ξ′, s) = 0.
Suppose that each root is simple. Then these roots represent poles for the rational
functions (1.2.11) and the inverse Laplace transform in x1 is given as the sum of






eλjx1Res (soln(ζ, ξ′, s; ub,un); ζ = λj) . (1.2.14)
The standard well-posedness condition that lim
x1→∞
u(x, t) = 0 yields a system of
algebraic equation on ub(ξ






soln(ζ, ξ′, s; ub,un) = 0. (1.2.15)
The Master Relationship (1.2.15) gives an implicit relation of the boundary
Dirichlet and Neumann values in the transformed variables (ξ′, s) ∈ Rn−1×R+. De-
note the roots of the characteristic polynomial with positive real part by λj1 , · · · , λjl .
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We rewrite the Master Relationship explicitly as Dirichlet-Neumann map in terms
of the roots of the characteristic polynomial:
un(ξ
′, s) = (Kij(ξ′, s;λj1 , · · · , λjl))m×m ub(ξ′, s), (1.2.16)
where the entries of matrix (Kij(ξ
′, s;λj1 , · · · , λjl))m×m are rational functions in
λj1 , · · · , λjl . The main effort is to invert the transforms for the entries Kij.
1.2.4 Fundamental solution in transformed variables and
symbol identification
In principle, once we have inverted the Master relationship, the full boundary data
will be constructed. Then by fundamental solution for Cauchy problem and (1.2.6),
one can construct the Green’s function. However, in practice, sometimes even ob-
taining the Master relation itself would be very complicated. In this case, we take
advantage of the form of solution in (x1, ξ





eλjx1Res (soln(ζ, ξ′, s; ub,un); ζ = λj) .









Plugging (1.2.17) into (1.2.7) and fitting equation and boundary condition solve
the unknown vectors vj(ξ
′, s).
In general, to invert (1.2.17) is highly nontrivial, for example, cf. [16] [18]. How-
ever, it turns out that there is deep connection between fundamental solution and
Green’s function. In many cases, Green’s function can be represented as composi-
tion of fundamental solution and other simple kernel functions. To identify their
connection, we consider the representation of fundamental solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) vari-
ables.
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Taking Fourier transform with respect to x variable for (1.2.3), we get








































































where p is the characteristic polynomial in (1.2.12) with ζ replaced by
√−1ξ1.
Then taking inverse Fourier transform with respect to ξ1, we obtain the represen-
tation of fundamental solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables. Next we compare G(x1, ξ′, t)
with the symbol representation of Green’s function as in (1.2.17) and try to express
Green’s function as composition of fundamental solution and other computable ker-
nel functions.
1.3 Purpose and outline of the thesis
The main goal of this dissertation is to study the Green’s function for viscous system
by the framework of algebraic-complex scheme.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate the efficiency of Algebraic complex scheme by
investigating two toy models. From algebraic-complex scheme, to find the Green’s
function, the key ingredients are the full boundary data, thus our main concerns are
construction Dirichlet and Neumann boundary values from given boundary condi-
tions.
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The first model is 1-D convection heat equation with Robin boundary condition.
We construct the boundary data up to exponentially decaying terms. Moreover, it
was found that inappropriate combination of convection speed and conduction rate
will result in an exponentially growth in boundary data, thus the linear problem is
unstable.
The second model is the 1-D convection compressible Navier-Stokes equation
with Robin boundary condition. This is a 2× 2 viscous system. The detailed point-
wise estimates up to exponential decay were obtained, and appropriate boundary
condition was identified. Specifically, if the medium flows into the interior of the
domain, one needs to impose two boundary conditions. In comparison with that
only one condition is needed for outward flow. There is a similar phenomenon as in
convection heat equation, that is, inappropriate background velocity and boundary
condition will result in exponential growth in boundary data. The growth can be
detected by energy estimates as well, while the advantage of our method is the
detailed description of the local behavior.
In Chapter 3, the multi-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equation in half
space was studied. For 1-D Cauchy problem, the fundamental solution has been
explicitly constructed in [31]. Later, Hoff and Zumbrun [3] have studied the problem
with artificial viscosity. In that case, they were able to compute the inverse Fourier
transform explicitly. For original problem without artificial viscosity, Liu and Wang
[12] adopted Fourier multiplier type method to obtain algebraically decaying point-
wise structure of fundamental solution in odd dimensional spaces. Following the
similar method, Wang and others [29],[30] generalized the results to even dimensional
case. As a consequence, through the point-wise structure of fundamental solution
and Dunhamel’s principle, they proved the nonlinear stability of solution with point-
wise estimates.
On the other hand, Liu and Yu constructed the Green’s for Boltzmann equation
in a series of papers [14],[15],[17]. In that work, they were able to extract the exact
singular wave from the Green’s function. For remaining part, they applied long-short
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wave decomposition to obtain the point-wise structure up to exponential decay in
finite Mach number region. Outside finite Mach number region, they used weighted
energy estimate combined with Sobolev inequality to get the point-wise estimates.
Inspired by these works, we first consider the fundamental solution for initial
value problem. By long-short wave decomposition, and delicate complex analysis,
we get the point-wise estimates of long wave part in finite Mach region. For short
wave, there is singular part. Although we cannot identify the singular part exactly,
fortunately, by Fourier analysis, we observe that the singular support only concen-
trate near origin point. Then we consider the equation outside finite Mach region
and away from origin point. From long-short wave decomposition, we have expo-
nential decay sharp estimate of boundary value. Weighted energy estimates follow
the point-wise structure outside finite Mach region.
After gaining sufficient insight on the fundamental solution, we are ready to solve
Green’s function. By algebraic-complex scheme, we obtain the Green’s function in
transformed variables. To invert back to physical variable, we compute the trans-
formed representation of fundamental solution and compare the symbol between
them. From the symbol identification, we get the Green’s function.
Chapter2
Algebraic-Complex Scheme and two toy
models
In this chapter, we used the Laplace-Laplace transformation and complex analysis to
give a systematical scheme to determine the proper boundary conditions for initial-
boundary value problems in the half space and to construct exponentially sharp
point-wise structures of the boundary data. Here, we had used the boundary value
problems with the Robin boundary conditions for the convection heat equations
and the linearized compressible Navier-Stokes equation with a constant convection
velocity to demonstrate this scheme.
2.1 Introduction
A parabolic system
∂tV +A∂xV −BVxx = 0 for x, t > 0, V ∈ Rn (2.1.1)
is an interesting mathematical model in many contents of mathematics and physics.
In general, for such a half space problem, initial boundary conditions will be posed
in order to proceed further mathematical studies. However, in [16] it is realized that
the Dirichlet-Neumann relationship for a homogeneous initial value problem (i.e.
13
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V (x, 0) ≡ 0) is more fundamental than the Dirichlet boundary value problem in
terms of transform variables. With the transform variables, the differential equations
are converted into algebraic systems so that one can algebraically manipulate the
differential equations. In the end, one can use complex analysis to revert the solution
from the transform variables to the physical variables. It opened a new door towards
various evolutionary partial differential equations; and various interesting results
for PDEs with different wave propagation characteristics in 1-D and multi-D had
been successfully analyzed. This paper is one of those activities; and it aims at
constructing exponential sharp pointwise structures of the boundary data for the
Robin’s boundary conditions to the convection heat equations and linearized Navier-
Stokes equations. It also defines a standard procedure to solve the problems in terms
of the physical variables. We call the procedure as the algebraic-complex scheme
(A-C scheme).
The Robin’s boundary condition for the convection heat equation is
ut + Λux = uxx, x, t > 0,
ux(0, t)− κu(0, t) = w(t),
u(x, 0) ≡ 0,
(2.1.2)

















V (x, 0) ≡ 0,
(2.1.3)
where the parameter Λ in (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) is a given parameter to specify the
background velocity, W (t) and w(t) are the given controlled boundary data. We
use the above two systems to demonstrate the simplicity and efficiency of the A-C
scheme, since there were no such exponentially sharp estimates obtained for those
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problems before. Even for the whole space problem, the construction of the funda-
mental solution for (2.1.3) is very non-trivial; and it was obtained in 1990’s, see [31].
Furthermore, the A-C scheme also gives classification of the stability of the initial
boundary problem in terms of κ, and Λ; and one can clearly realize how to impose
a boundary condition for a half space problem.
Here, the homogeneous initial data u(x, 0) ≡ 0 and V (x, 0) ≡ 0 are generic, since
one always can subtract the solutions of initial value problems from a whole space
problem to get an inhomogeneous boundary value problems as those in (2.1.2) and
(2.1.3).
The A-C scheme is a procedure given as the following ABCD steps:
A. Convert differential equations into an algebraic system.
One considers the Laplace-Laplace transform of (2.1.1) with the homogeneous
initial condition V (x, 0) ≡ 0:








and under this homogeneous initial condition (2.1.1) becomes
J[V ](ξ, s) =
adj(s+ ξA− ξ2B)
p(ξ, s)





p(ξ, s) ≡ det(s+ ξA− ξ2B).
B. Analyze the roots of the characteristic polynomial p(ξ, s) in the right half com-
plex plane with s > 0.
C. Derive the Dirichlet-Neumann relationship and use the relationship together with
a given boundary condition such as the Dirichlet boundary condition, Neumann
boundary condition and Robin’s boundary condition etc. to construct the full
boundary data in the transform variables.
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The expression for J[V ](ξ, s) in step A is a rational function in ξ so that one can
apply the inverse Laplace transformation from ξ to x by the partial fraction of
J[V ](ξ, s) in ξ variable. The boundedness of the solution limx→∞ V (x, t) < ∞











This is a linear system on the Dirichlet and Neumann Data L[V ](0, s) and
L[Vx](0, s) with coefficients in C[s, λ1, .., λl] where λi(s) are roots of p(λi(s), s) =
0 with the property Re(λi(s)) > 0 for s > 0.
With a precise distribution of the roots λj(s) in the right half complex plane,
one can determine proper boundary conditions required so that the determined
boundary condition and (D-N) together can solve L[V ](0, s) and L[Vx](0, s)
uniquely and explicitly in terms of the transform variable s, λ1(s), · · · , λl(s).
D. Apply complex analysis to convert L[V ](0, s) and L[Vx](0, s) into V (0, t) and
Vx(0, t).
The boundary data L[V ](0, s) and L[Vx](0, s) are given in terms of the roots
of ξ = λi(s) of p(ξ, s) = 0. One will need to obtain the analytic properties of
the roots in order to use the complex analysis to yield the exponenitally sharp
pointwise structure of the boundary data in terms of the physical variable t.
After obtaining the full boundary data for (2.1.1), one simply applies the first
Green’s identity to yield the solution V (x, t):
V (x, t) =
∫ t
0
G(x, t− τ)(AV (0, τ)−BVx(0, τ))dτ −
∫ t
0
Gx(x, t− τ)BV (0, τ)dτ,
where G(x, t) is the fundamental solution of (2.1.1) for the whole space problem, and
G(x, t) is an object been well-studied in many cases. After obtaining the full bound-
ary data, the boundary value problem with proper imposed boundary conditions
can be considered as completed.
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For the problems (2.1.2) and (2.1.3), the A-C scheme gives exponentially sharp
pointwise structure of the full boundary data so that it gives the bifurcation from
time asymtoptically stable behavior to time asymtoptically unstable behavior in
terms of the coefficients in (2.1.2) and (2.1.3). We will leave the statements of the
results in the sections.
In Section 2, we will prepare some simple toolbox for the Laplace transformation
and its inverse transformation. In Section 3, 4 we will follow the ABCD steps to
develop the full boundary data for (2.1.2) and (2.1.3).
2.2 A simple Toolbox for the Laplace Transfor-
mation
Let f(t) be a function defined in t ≥ 0, its Laplace transformation F (s) and the
inverse transformation (the Bromwich integral) are given as follows:

F (s) = L [f ] (s) ≡
∫ ∞
0
e−stf(t)dt for s ∈ {z ∈ C|Re(s) ≥ 0} ,






estF (s)ds for t > 0,
(2.2.1)
where γ is a real number so that the contour path of integration is in the region of
convergence of F (s). In particular, if F (s) can be analytically extended toRe(s) > 0,
we may choose γ to be 0.
To be compatible with the initial data V (x, 0) = 0, the controlled boundary
data w(t) is given in the following space:
w ∈ V ≡ {f | L [f ] (s) exists for Re(s) > 0, and f [n](0) = 0 for n ∈ N} . (2.2.2)
Lemma 2.1. For f and g ∈ V , their Laplace transformations F = L[f ] and G =






= sn [F (s)]





[f ∗ g] (t) = L−1 [F (s)G(s)] (t).
(2.2.3)
2.3 Convection heat Equation with robin bound-
ary condition
The Robin boundary value problem for a convection heat equation with convection
velocity Λ and with a given control data w(t) ∈ V is
ut + Λux = uxx, x, t ≥ 0
ux(0, t)− κu(0, t) = w (t) ,
u(x, 0) = 0.
(2.3.1)
In this section we will follow the A-C scheme to construct the boundary data u(0, t)
and ux(0, t).
A. The polynomial system.
J [u] (ξ, s) =
1
p(ξ, s)
((ξ − Λ)L [u] (0, s) + L [ux] (0, s)) , (2.3.2)
p (ξ, s) = ξ2 − Λξ − s. (2.3.3)
B. Root of p(ξ, s) = 0.
There is only one root ξ = λ(s) of p (ξ,s) = 0 with the property Re (λ (s)) > 0
for s > 0,
λ (s) =
√
Λ2 + 4s+ Λ
2
. (2.3.4)
C. Dirichlet-Neumann relation and the full boundary data in the transform variable.
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With above root λ(s), the Dirichlet-Neumann relation (D-N) becomes
(λ (s)− Λ)L [u] (0, s) + L [ux] (0, s) = 0. (2.3.5)
The Robin’s boundary condition gives
L [ux] (0, s)− κL [u] (0, s) = L [w] (s). (2.3.6)
By solving these two linear equations, the full boundary data in terms of trans-
form variable are 
L [u] (0, s) = − 1
λ (s)− Λ + κL [w] (s)
L [ux] (0, s) = L [w] (s) + κL [u] (0, s).
(2.3.7)
D. Conversion from s to t.
We continue to invert the function 1/(λ(s) − Λ + κ) in (2.3.7) into a function in
physical variable t.
Lemma 2.2. For λ(s) given in (2.3.4), the function 1/(λ(s) − Λ + κ) satisfies the
following properties:
Case. Λ = 0
1




Case. Λ 6= 0 and κ(κ− Λ) ≥ 0, κ > 0.
The function 1/(λ(s)− Λ + κ) is analytic in Re(s) > −Λ2/4.
Case. Λ 6= 0, κ(κ− Λ) ≥ 0, κ < 0.
The function 1/(λ(s)− Λ + κ) is meromorphic in Re(s) > −Λ2/4; and the pole




λ(s)− Λ + κ = Λ− 2κ.
Case. Λ 6= 0, κ(κ− Λ) < 0
There exists δ0 > 0 such that 1/(λ(s)− Λ + κ) is analytic in Re(s) > −δ0.
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For the case Λ 6= 0, κ(κ−Λ) ≥ 0, κ < 0, we denote α(s) the analytic part of the
function 1/(λ(s)− Λ + κ):
α(s) ≡ 1
λ(s)− Λ + κ −
1
s− κ(κ− Λ) Ress=κ(κ−Λ)
1
λ(s)− Λ + κ. (2.3.9)
The function α(s) is analytic in the region Re(s) > −Λ2/4 and satisfies
lim
s→±i∞
|α(s) √s| <∞. (2.3.10)
With the information on 1/(λ(s) − Λ + κ) in Lemma 2.2 and (2.3.10), we have
the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3. Given parameters Λ and κ with a given control data w(t) ∈ V for
the problem (2.1.2), the solution u(x, t) at x = 0 satisfies
Case. Λ = 0



































Case. Λ 6= 0 and κ < min(0,Λ), then
κ(κ− Λ) > 0; (2.3.13)
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t− τ |w(τ)| dτ. (2.3.15)
Other Cases.






t− τ |w(τ)| dτ, (2.3.16)






t− τ |w(τ)| dτ, (2.3.17)
where C0 > 0 is a constant depends on κ and Λ.
Remark 2.4. The property (2.3.13) for the case Λ 6= 0 and κ < min(0,Λ) yield a
time exponentially growing component eκ(κ−Λ)t in the boundary data.
Proof. We only give the proofs of (2.3.11) and (2.3.14). The proofs for the rest are
similar, and they are omitted.
Case. Λ = 0.
In this case, 1/(λ(s)− Λ + κ) = 1/(√s+ κ). From the fact that













formula (2.2.3) together with (2.3.7), one has (2.3.11).
Case. Λ 6= 0 and κ ≤ min(0,Λ).
Next we consider case Λ 6= 0 and κ ≤ min(0,Λ). From (2.3.7) and (2.2.3) together,
one has
u(0, t) = −L−1
[
1
λ(s)− Λ + κ
]
(t) ∗ w(t).
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This yields that

















































From (2.3.20) and (2.3.18), one concludes (2.3.14).
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2.4 Linearized Compressible Navier-Stokes Equa-
tion in 1-D with Robin condition
We consider the following linearized Navier-Stokes equation in 1-D with Robin
boundary condition,




















V (x, 0) ≡ 0,
(2.4.1)
where Λ ∈ (−1, 1) is the parameter for the background fluid velocity, and w(t) ∈ V
is a given input for the Robin boundary condition.
A. The polynomial system.
J [V ] (ξ, s) =
1
p (ξ, s)
s+ Λξ − ξ2 −ξ
−ξ s+ Λξ
 ΛL[ρ](0, s) + L[u](0, s)




p(ξ, s) = s2 + 2Λsξ +
(




1 + s− Λ2
Λ






B. Roots of p(ξ, s) = 0 in ξ.
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Lemma 2.5. For the characteristic polynomial p(ξ, s) in (2.4.3), the roots of p(ξ, s)
in ξ satisfies the following properties:
Case. Λ = 0.
The two roots of the polynomial are
λ(s) = ± s√
1 + s
. (2.4.4)
Case. Λ ∈ (−1, 1)\{0}.
There are three roots and they are analytic in a region Re(s) > −δ0 for some δ0 > 0;
and the three roots satisfy the asymptotic:










Λ(−1 + Λ2) +O(1)s
2;
(2.4.5)
for |s| → ∞ 
λ(s) = ±√s+ Λ
2


















For any given s > 0, the number of roots of p(ξ, s) = 0 in Re(ξ) > 0 is one for Λ > 0,two for Λ < 0.
C. Dirichlet-Neumann relation and the boundary data.
Take the Laplace transformation of the Robin boundary condition:
L[ux](0, s)− κL[u](0, s) = L[w](s). (2.4.7)
The Dirichlet-Neumann relationship is subject to the sign of Λ (number of roots in
right half complex plane); and we will give the relations and solve the full boundary
data of u according to the sign of Λ.
Case. Λ = 0.
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Due to lemma 2.5, ξ = λ(s)(≡ s/√s+ 1) is the only root of p(ξ, s) = 0 in
Re(λ(s)) > 0 for s > 0. Then, (D-N) yields
− sL[ρ](0, s) + (s+ 1)λ(s)L[u](0, s) + sL[ux](0, s) = 0. (2.4.8)
Take the Laplace transformation of the equation ρt + Λρx + ux = 0 in (2.4.1) with
respect to t only and let x = 0 to yield that
sL[ρ](0, s) + L[ux](0, s) = 0. (2.4.9)































Lemma 2.6. When κ > 0, the function 1/(κ + λ(s)) is an analytic function in
Re(s) > −1. When κ ≤ 0, the function 1/(κ + λ(s)) is a meromorphic function in
Re(s) > −1 and s = −κ(√κ2 + 4 − κ)/2 is the only pole in Re(s) > −1; and the
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Case. Λ ∈ (0, 1).
Due to Lemma 2.5, there is one root of p(ξ, s) = 0 in Re(ξ) > 0 when s > 0. Then
the Dirichlet-Neumann relation (D-N) gives
(s+ Λλ− λ2)(ΛL[ρ](0, s) + L[u](0, s))
− λL[ρ](0, s)− λ(Λ− λ)L[u](0, s) + λL[ux](0, s)
= 0.
(2.4.12)
Together with (2.4.7) yield that











L[ux](0, s) =L[w](s) + κL[u](0, s).
(2.4.13)
Lemma 2.7. For each given κ ∈ R, there exists δ0 > 0 such that the functions
λ/(s+ κλ) and (λ2 − s)/(s+ κλ) in region Re(s) > −δ0 are
analytic functions when κ > Λ− 1;
meromorphic functions with only one pole in Re(s) > −δ0 when κ ≤ Λ− 1,


























Furthermore, for any κ ∈ R the functions λ/(s+κλ) and (λ2−s)/(s+κλ) satisfy
lim
s→±i∞
∣∣∣∣ λs+ κλ √s
∣∣∣∣ , lims→±i∞
∣∣∣∣ λ2 − ss+ κλ √s
∣∣∣∣ <∞.























































Case. Λ ∈ (−1, 0).
Due to Lemma 2.5, there are two roots of p(ξ, s) = 0 in Re(ξ) > 0 when s > 0. One
denotes these two roots by ξΛ(s) and λ+(s); and λ−(s) is the root in Re(λ−(s)) < 0.
The asymptotic of λ−(s) are
λ−(s) = − s
1 + Λ














as |s| → ∞.
(2.4.19)
The properties that Re(ξΛ) > 0 and Re(λ+) > 0 lead to (D-N):
(s+ Λλ+ − λ2+)(ΛL[ρ](0, s) + L[u](0, s))−
λ+L[ρ](0, s)− λ+(Λ− λ+)L[u](0, s) + λ+L[ux](0, s) = 0,
(s+ ΛξΛ − ξ2Λ)(ΛL[ρ](0, s) + L[u](0, s))−
ξΛL[ρ](0, s)− ξΛ(Λ− ξΛ)L[u](0, s) + ξΛL[ux](0, s) = 0.
(2.4.20)
By combining (D-N) and Robin boundary condition, and using Vieta’s relation
one obtains the full boundary data in the transform variable,
L[ρ](0, s) =− λ−
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By similar arguments as in Lemma 2.7, we obtain that
Lemma 2.8. The functions λ−/((λ−−κ)(s+Λλ−)) and 1/(λ−−κ) are meromorphic
functions in Re(s) > −δ0. Furthermore when κ > 0 it is analytic ; when κ ≤ 0 it
has a simple pole at s = −κ (2Λ +√4 + κ2 − κ) /2 . They both satisfy
lim
s→±i∞
∣∣∣∣ λ−(λ− − κ)(s+ Λλ−) s
∣∣∣∣ , lims→±i∞
∣∣∣∣ 1λ− − κ √s
∣∣∣∣ <∞.
When κ ≤ 0, let
α(s) ≡
λ−


































4 + κ2 − κ) /2
(2.4.23)




D. Conversion from s to t.
With the asymptotic and analytic properties of full boundary data in the trans-
form variable, we can apply complex analysis as that in Theorem 2.3 to obtain all
the boundary data in physical variables with exponentially sharp estimates.
Theorem 2.9. Let Λ ∈ (−1, 1) and κ be given parameters, and w(t) ∈ V be the
boundary input for the problem (2.4.1). The boundary data of V (0, t) satisfy the
following properties:
Case. Λ ∈ (0, 1), κ > Λ− 1, and ρ(0, t) is given.
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There exists C0 > 0 such that the Dirichlet and Neumann data of u(0, t) satisfy






t− τ (|w(τ)|+ |ρ(0, τ)|)dτ






t− τ (|w(τ)|+ |ρ(0, τ)|)dτ.
(2.4.24)
Case. Λ ∈ (0, 1), κ ≤ Λ− 1, ρ(0, t) is given. Then
Re (−κ(Λ− κ− 1/(Λ− κ))) > 0;

























t− τ (|w(τ)|+ |ρ(0, τ)|) dτ, (2.4.25)

























t− τ (|w(τ)|+ |ρ(0, τ)|) dτ. (2.4.26)
Case. Λ ∈ (−1, 0], κ > 0.
There exists C0 > 0 such that






t− τ |w(τ)| dτ,






t− τ |w(τ)| dτ,






t− τ |w(τ)| dτ.
(2.4.27)
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t− τ |w(τ)|dτ. (2.4.30)
Remark 2.10. When Λ ≤ 0, one can not impose conditions on w(t) and ρ(0, t)
simultaneously.
Remark 2.11. Notice that in the cases {Λ ∈ (0, 1)} ∧ {κ < Λ − 1} and case
{Λ ∈ (−1, 0]} ∧ {κ < 0}, the boundary data contain a time exponentially growing
component; and one can consider κ = Λ − 1 and κ = 0 as bifurcation points for





In this chapter, we study point-wise structure of the Green’s function of isentropic
compressible Navier-Stokes equation in Rn+,






















m(x1 = 0, x
′, t) = ~0
x ∈ Rn+, t > 0,
(3.1.1)
where ρ(x, t) ≥ 0 and m are the unknown density and momentum, P (ρ) is the
pressure. ε > 0 represents the viscosity. η ≥ 0 is the volume viscosity.
For Cauchy initial value problem, there are extensive results. In the early ’80s,
Matsumura and Nishida [20], [22] proved global existence of smooth solutions for
initial data close to constant equilibrium state. Kawashima [9] extended the result
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to general quasilinear hyperbolic-parabolic system. He proved that there exists a
unique global classical solution ρ(·, t),m(·, t) ∈ Hs+l(Rn) if the Hs+l norm of the
initial data ‖(ρ− ρ∗,m−m∗)(x, 0)‖Hs+l(Rn) is sufficiently small, where (ρ∗,m∗) is






Regarding the results on large time asymptotic behavior aspect of solution, Zeng
[31] studied the fundamental solution of the linearized Navier-Stokes equation in
one space dimension. Later, Liu and Zeng [19] extended it to general hyperbolic-
parabolic system in one space dimension by investigating the fundamental solution
of the linearized equation. For multidimensional problem, Hoff and Zumbrun [3]
proved that the fundamental solution converges to the fundamental solution of a
modified parabolic system with artificial viscosity in Lp space. Then they obtained
the point-wise estimates of the fundamental solution of the latter parabolic system by
explicit computation of the inverse Fourier transform. After that, Liu and Wang [12]
handle the original Navier-Stokes equation without artificial viscosity. They showed
that except a singular part, the fundamental solution includes two algebraic diffusion
waves– one stationary and the other moving in the speed of sound. Following similar
method but with more delicate computation, [29] and [30] proved similar result
for even dimensional case and isentropic Euler equation with damping. With the
point-wise estimates, they proved the large time point-wise structure of the solution
for nonlinear problem. In [11], Lin used the similar method to obtain the point-
wise estimate of fundamental solution for general (non-isentropic) Navier-Stokes
equation.
For initial-boundary value problem, [21] proved the global existence in half space
or an exterior domain of any bounded region with smooth boundary under the as-
sumption that initial data is near constant state. On large time asymptotic behav-
ior, Kagei and Kobayashi [6],[7] studied time decay property of Green’s function
in Lp space for linearization of (3.1.1) around constant state. They proved that in










2 (1− 1p)) decaying estimate. These estimates for linear problem result in the
decay estimate for nonlinear problem in Lp space. However, their methods shed no
light on the point-wise structure of the solution and cannot demonstrate the full
picture of diffusion wave propagation. There still needs thorough understanding on
the point-wise structure of the Green’s function for half space problem.
In this chapter, we study point-wise structure of fundamental solution for Cauchy
problem and use it to represent the Green’s function.
Our work is inspired by the series of works of Liu and Yu on Green’s function
of Boltzmann equation [14],[15],[18]. In those works, they were able to extract the
exact singular wave from the fundamental solution. For remaining part, they in-
vented long wave and short wave decomposition to obtain the exponentially sharp
decay point-wise structure of fundamental solution in finite Mach region. In order to
obtain the estimate outside finite Mach region, they used weighted energy estimate
and Sobolev inequality to conclude. For Navier-Stokes equation, the long-short wave
decomposition is also applicable. By complex analysis, we obtain the point-wise esti-
mate of long wave part in finite Mach region {x : |x| ≤ 3Mc(t+ 1)}. However, there
is singularity in short wave which cannot be described very precisely. Fortunately,
by Fourier analysis and some decomposition, the singular support only concentrate
near origin point. We have estimates after subtracting the singular part. The pic-
ture is not complete so far. We still need the point-wise structure outside finite
Mach region. In fact, one can imitate the approach in [12], however, only algebraic
decay can be obtained. Instead of that, we consider the boundary value problem
outside finite Mach region and away from origin point, i.e.
{
x : |x| ≥ 3
2
Mc(t+ 1)}.
From the long-short wave decomposition, the boundary value is known up to ex-
ponential decay. By weighted energy estimate and Sobolev inequality, we complete
the estimates for fundamental solution.
We linearize this equation around constant state (ρ∗ = 1,m∗ = 0), and let ρ =
ρ∗ + ρ˜, m = m∗ + m˜. Then the equation becomes
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
ρ˜t +∇ · m˜ = 0
m˜jt + c






m˜(x1 = 0, x
′, t) = ~0
x ∈ Rn+, t > 0 (3.1.2)
where c2 = P ′(ρ∗) > 0, Qj is the nonlinear term,
Qj =
(















Without ambiguity, we still denote the ρ˜, m˜ by ρ,m.
Therefore, our main concern is the following linearized equation in Rn+.
ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






m(x1 = 0, x
′, t) = ~0
x ∈ Rn+, t > 0 (3.1.4)
The corresponding Cauchy initial value problem is

ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






x ∈ Rn, t > 0 (3.1.5)
Theorem 3.1 (Fundamental solution). Let G(x, t) be the fundamental solution






where G11 is a scalar, G12 is 1× n matrix, G21 is n× 1matrix, G22 is n× n matrix.
They satisfy the following estimates:
Inside finite Mach region. Assume |x| ≤ 3Mc(t+ 1), M > 1, and |β| ≤ l, there
exists constant C and sufficiently large R such that: When t ≥ 1,










































































, |x| ≤ ct
.
(3.1.7)




































, |x| ≥ ct
(3.1.8)
where (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}.





























































, |x| ≤ ct.
(3.1.9)








Mj(x, t)− χR(D)H(x, t)
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C. (3.1.10)




















 0 −p0j(t)4−j ~DT
−c2p0j(t)4−j ~D 0
 . (3.1.13)
Here p∗j , ∗ = +,−, 0 are polynomials in t of degree no larger than j. In addition,
ν = ε + η, M ′is are some distributions with more complicated expression, which is
defined in (3.2.158).
Outside finite Mach region
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For β ∈ Nn, there exists constant C such that in the region {|x| ≥ 3
2
Mc(t+ 1)},
the fundamental solution satisfies the following estimates,
∣∣DβxG(x, t)∣∣ ≤ Ce− |x|+tC .







−c2t/ν (F1(x) + F2(x) + Cδ(x)) (3.1.14)
where Fi(x), i = 1, 2 and C are matrices. For positive integer 2N > n+ |α|,
|DαF1(x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|2)−N . (3.1.15)
‖F2‖L1 ≤ C, supp F2 ⊂ {|x| ≤ 2ε0} (3.1.16)
with ε0 being sufficiently small.
The boundary problem corresponding to (3.1.4) is

ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






m(x1 = 0, x
′, t) = mb(x′, t)
(3.1.17)
Theorem 3.3 (Green’s Function). Let Gb(x1, x′, t) be the Green’s function for















Let G(x, t) be the fundamental solution for Cauchy problem. Let Ψi, Ai, i = 1, 2, S
be same in Lemma 3.36 and 3.37. We have the following representation of Green’s








(Gb)11 = (∂tA1 − ε4′ (A1 + A2)) ∗ S ?Ψ1, (3.1.18)
(Gb)12 = −ε (A1 ∗ A2 ∗ S−4′S) ?∇′TΨ1, (3.1.19)



















)4′ (A1 + A2)] ∗ S ?∇′ (Ψ1 −Ψ2) ,
(3.1.22)




(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ S−4′S) ?∇′∇′T (Ψ1 −Ψ2) . (3.1.23)















f(x− x′∗, t− τ)g(x′∗, τ)dx′∗dτ,
and









′, τ)g(x1 − x∗1, x′ − x∗′, t− τ)dx∗′dx∗1dτ.
should be understood in the sense of distribution.
3.2 Fundamental solution for Cauchy Problem
In this section, our task is to construct the fundamental solution for initial value
problem.
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3.2.1 Fundamental solution in Fourier variables
We consider the following equation
ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






x ∈ Rn, t > 0 (3.2.1)
Taking Fourier Transform with respect to x variable, and denoting the dual





√−1ξρ = −ε|ξ|2m− ηξξTm
ρ(ξ, 0) = ρ0(ξ), m(ξ, 0) = m0(ξ)
. (3.2.2)













Lemma 3.4. Let G(x, t) be the fundamental solution for (3.2.1). Then its Fourier
transform Gˆ(ξ, t) is
Gˆ(ξ, t) =



















ν2|ξ|4 − 4c2|ξ|2 (3.2.5)
and ν = ε+ η.
Proof. This is a direct but tedious calculation from (3.2.3). For completeness, here
I quote a simpler derivation from [3].
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We solve the linearized system (3.2.1) as follows. First, applying the operator∑
j ∂/∂xj to the second equation in (3.2.1), we obtain
Dt + c
24ρ = ν4D,
where D = ∇ ·m. Combining this with the first equation in (3.2.1), we can isolate
ρ:
ρtt = −Dt = c24ρ+ ν4ρt.
Fourier transform with respect to x, and we still use ρ,m to denote the transformed
functions. From their arguments, one can easily distinguish the transformed ones
from original ones. 
ρtt + ν|ξ|2ρt + c2|ξ|2ρ = 0
ρ(ξ, 0) = ρ0(ξ)
ρt(ξ, 0) = −
√−1 ·m0(ξ)
Solving this ODE, we obtain
ρ(ξ, t) = A(ξ)eλ−t +B(ξ)eλ+t.























This determines G11(ξ, t) and G12(ξ, t).
To compute m we take transforms in the second equation in (3.2.1) to obtain
mt =
(−ε|ξ|2In − ηξξT )m−√−1c2ρξ. (3.2.7)
We decompose m to two parts, one is parallel to ξ, the other is orthogonal to it.
Thus
m(ξ, t) = a(ξ, t)
ξ
|ξ| + b(ξ, t), (3.2.8)
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where the vector b is orthogonal to ξ, a is the scalar a = m · ξ/|ξ|. Substituting
























We substitute the solution ρ(ξ, t) into (3.2.10), perform the integration, and simplify,
applying the relations λ± + ν|ξ|2 = −λ∓ and λ+λ− = c2|ξ|2. The result is that













Substituting (3.2.10) and (3.2.12) into (3.2.8), we obtain eventually that




















This determines G21(ξ, t) and G22(ξ, t).













≡ G+(ξ, t) +G−(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
(3.2.14)
where η0(ξ) = (λ+(ξ)− λ−(ξ))−1, η±(ξ) = λ±(ξ)η0(ξ).
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3.2.2 Long-short wave decomposition
We decompose G(ξ, t) as
G(ξ, t) =

























ν2|ξ|4 − 4c2|ξ|2 (3.2.16)
To invert the Fundamental solution into space-time variables, we introduce the
long-short wave decomposition.
Definition 3.1. Let χκ(|ξ|) be the indicator function of {|ξ| ≤ κ} for some suffi-
ciently small κ, which will be determined later. We define the long wave component
and short wave component of the Fundamental solution in (3.2.4) as follows,
GL(ξ, t) := χκ(|ξ|)G(ξ, t), GS(ξ, t) := (1− χκ(|ξ|))G(ξ, t). (3.2.17)
Thus the full fundamental solution G = GL +GS + H.
It turns out that the usual harmonic analysis will be sufficient to estimate the
short wave component. For long wave component, since the accurate analyticity
information near the origin is known, we could take advantage of complex analysis
to obtain exponentially sharp estimate. However, since the analyticity information
is only local around original, we can only obtain the estimate for space in finite
Mach number region, i.e. the region |x| <Mct for some positive M.
For space-time outside finite Mach number region, we will use weighted energy
estimate to conclude. That part will be postponed to next section.
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3.2.3 Long wave component inside finite Mach region










ν|ξ|2 ±√−1c|ξ| (1 +A(|ξ|2)) (3.2.18)
where A(|ξ|2) is an analytic function of |ξ|2 and A(ξ) = O(|ξ|2). In addition
1
1+A(|ξ|2) ≡ 1 + B(|ξ|2), B is also an analytic function of |ξ|2and of order |ξ|2.


























1 + B(|ξ|2))+ cos (c|ξ|tA(|ξ|2))}︸ ︷︷ ︸
A12,2
(3.2.19)
Gˆ12(ξ, t) =− e−ν|ξ|2t/2 sin(c|ξ|t)
c|ξ| cos
(
c|ξ|tA(|ξ|2)) (1 + B(|ξ|2))√−1ξT︸ ︷︷ ︸
A12,1




1 + B(|ξ|2))√−1ξT︸ ︷︷ ︸
A12,2
(3.2.20)




c|ξ|tA(|ξ|2)) (1 + B(|ξ|2))√−1ξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
A21,1




1 + B(|ξ|2))√−1ξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
A21,2
(3.2.21)




























1 + B(|ξ|2))+ (cos (c|ξ|tA(|ξ|2))− 1)} ξξT|ξ|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A22,2
+ e−ν|ξ|











≡G22,1(ξ, t) +G22,2(ξ, t) +G22,3(ξ, t)
(3.2.22)
where G22,1(ξ, t) is the sum of the first two terms.
Here Aij,k(ξ, t)’s ,i, j, k = 1, 2 can be extended to analytic functions of ξ ∈ O ⊂
Cn, where O is a neighborhood of 0. And they satisfy the following estimates
A11,1 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ2 + eO(1)|ξ|3tξ, (3.2.23)
A11,2 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ + eO(1)|ξ|3t, (3.2.24)
A12,1 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ, (3.2.25)
A12,2 = eO(1)|ξ|3t, (3.2.26)
A21,1 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ, (3.2.27)
A21,2 = eO(1)|ξ|3t, (3.2.28)
A22,1 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ2 + eO(1)|ξ|3tξ, (3.2.29)
A22,2 = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ + eO(1)|ξ|4tξ2 (3.2.30)
(3.2.31)
Proof. The first part of this lemma is straightforward calculation. We only show
Gˆ11(ξ, t) here, the others are similar.
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/ (λ+ − λ−). Then substitute (3.2.18)






















































1 + B(|ξ|2))+ cos (c|ξ|tA(|ξ|2))} .
(3.2.32)
The second part is due to the Taylor series of these functions. We take A12,2 as
an example.



























i and hence analytic
in ξ ∈ Rn. Clearly, one can use analytical continuation to conclude.
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In addition, we have the magnitude estimate,
|A12,2(ξ, t)| =














where A(|ξ|2) ≈ |ξ|2 has been used.
Notice that in G22(ξ, t) there are other two terms A22,3 and A22,4, they are more
subtle to handle. We study Gij, (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)} firstly.
To facilitate the inverse Fourier transform, we prepare some general lemmas.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that f(ξ, t) is analytic in ξ for |ξ| < δ  1 and satisfies
|f(ξ, t)| = eO(1)|ξ|3t. Then in the region {|x| < (M+ 1)t}, M any given positive













Proof. We choose an orthogonal transformation Ox which maps
x
|x| to (1, 0, · · · , 0)T .
We change variables ξ → ζ = Oxξ, then by virtue of the orthogonality of the
transformation,
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We may view the right hand side as new analytic function f˜(ζ, t), and it satisfies
same estimates.
We will prove this lemma first in the case of α = 0, and point out how to modify
the proof to gain the extra time-decaying factor. We first divide the integral into













= [−κ, κ]n .








2tf(O−1x ζ, t)dζ ≤ Ce−t/C . (3.2.38)
To estimate the integration on D1 part, we use analyticity of f(O
−1
x ζ, t) to equate











=Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3
≡
{














where < and = denote the real and imaginary parts respectively. Here we take M
large enough such that on the contour we have the growth rate
∣∣f (O−1x ζ, t)∣∣ ≤ O(1)eo(1)|ζ|2t. (3.2.40)
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≡ J1 + J2. (3.2.41)
We estimate J1 first. Choose M large such that in the region |x| < (M + 1)t,







































∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−t/C (3.2.43)
The estimate for integral on Γ3 is similar, therefore we obtain
|J1| ≤ Ce−t/C . (3.2.44)
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Combination of (3.2.38), (3.2.44) and (3.2.46) complete the proof of this lemma
when α = 0.
We now show how to modify the proof to give the extra time-decaying rate.
Note that the estimates for (3.2.38) and (3.2.44) are similar as the proof. The
only difference is the estimate for J2. If there is extra factor ξ
α in (3.2.35), when
changing of variables to ζ, there will be factor ζα
′
























we obtain the extra time-decaying factor.
Remark 3.8. It is easy to see that if one replace the region by {|x| ≤ M(t + 1)},










and apply the same argument.
Lemma 3.9. Let Wˆ = sin(c|ξ|t)/(c|ξ|) and Wˆt = cos(c|ξ|t) be Fourier transform of
the fundamental solutions of wave equation in dimension n. If n is odd, there are
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constants aα, bα, such that for smooth function f(x),
















If n is even, there are constants cα, dα, such that for smooth function f(x),








1− |y|2 dy (3.2.50)








1− |y|2 dy (3.2.51)
Proof. From [2], we have for odd n,













































































, denote the average of integration over a set E.













The proof for this formula is by induction.
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For n even, letting y = (z − x)/(ct), and using (3.2.54),(3.2.55) and the above
formula, we have

















































































Taking derivative to t again, we obtain that








1− |y|2 dy. (3.2.58)
The proofs for odd n are similar, we omit them.
Lemma 3.10. Let E(x, t) ≡ e− |x|
2
µt , we have the following estimates,
I ≡
∣∣∣∣∫|y|=1E(x+ cτy, t)yαdSy




In particular, when τ = t,
I =
∣∣∣∣∫|y|=1E(x+ cty, t)yαdSy
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(t+ 1)−(n−1)/2e−(|x|−ct)2/(3µt), (3.2.60)
Proof. Since the integral is rotational invariant, without loss of generality, we may
assume that x = |x|(1, 0, · · · , 0). Hence |x+ cτy|2 = |x|2 + 2cτ |x|y1 + c2τ 2, here we
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It is obvious that I2 ≤ I1, so we only need to estimate I1. We have
|x+ cτy|2 =|x|2 + 2cτ |x|y1 + c2τ 2
=(|x| − cτ)2 + 2cτ |x|(1 + y1)
=(|x| − cτ)2 + 2ctτ(|x| − cτ)(1 + y1) + 2c2τ 2(1 + y1).
(3.2.62)
When −1 ≤ y1 ≤ 0,
|2cτ(|x| − cτ)(1 + y1)| ≤2cτ(1 + y1) ||x| − cτ |
≤2
3
(|x| − cτ)2(1 + y1) + 3
2
c2τ 2(1 + y1).
(3.2.63)
So
|x+ cτy|2 ≥ 1
3
(|x| − cτ)2 + 1
2





























3µt (I1,1 + I1,2).
(3.2.65)
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To estimate I1,1, we write y = (y1, y
′), when y1 ∈ [−1,−1/2], one has y1 =
























































Therefore, we conclude that






















Lemma 3.11. Let E(x, t) ≡ e− |x|
2

























, |x| ≤ ct
.
(3.2.69)






































































There are two cases. We discuss separately.
Case 1. |x| ≥ ct, we have
(|x| − cλt)2 =(|x| − ct+ ct(1− λ))2
=(|x| − ct)2 + c2t2(1− λ)2 + 2ct(1− λ)(|x| − ct)
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Thus we conclude that


















, |x| ≤ ct
. (3.2.78)
We have completed the proof of this lemma.
Combining Lemma 3.7, Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11 will give rise
the point-wise description of long wave component.
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Proposition 3.12. Let χκ(ξ) be the indicator function of {|ξ| ≤ κ} where κ is a
small number such that in the region {|ξ| ≤ κ} Lemma 3.6 holds. We define the
long wave component as in Definition 3.1, GˆL(ξ, t) ≡ χκ(|ξ|)Gˆ(ξ, t). Then in finite
Mach region {|x| ≤ 3Mc(t+ 1)}, M > 1, there exists constant C > 0 such that for
t > 0, we have the following estimates.
Case 1. n is odd









where (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}.
Case 2. n is even


















, |x| ≥ ct
.
(3.2.80)
where (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}.
Proof. Since the proofs are similar, we only show it for G11L .
We first consider the case of β = 0. From (3.2.19),(3.2.23) and (3.2.24), we get
Gˆ11L (ξ, t) =
sin(c|ξ|t)
c|ξ| e
−ν|ξ|2t/2χκ(|ξ|)A11,1(ξ, t) + cos(c|ξ|t)e−ν|ξ|2t/2χκ(|ξ|)A11,2(ξ, t),3.2.81)
A11,1(ξ, t) = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ2 + eO(1)|ξ|3tξ, (3.2.82)
A11,2(ξ, t) = eO(1)|ξ|3tξ + eO(1)|ξ|3t, (3.2.83)
where A11,1 and A11,2 are analytic in ξ ∈ Cn.























≡W ∗ B11,1(x, t) +Wt ∗ B11,2(x, t),
(3.2.84)
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where














We discuss for even n and odd n separately.
Case 1. When n is odd, by Lemma 3.9,







DαxB11,1(x+ cty, t)yαdSy. (3.2.87)














Then by Lemma 3.7, we obtain that
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Hence,


























Therefore, we conclude that for odd n,









Case 2. When n is even, by Lemma 3.9,








1− |y|2 dy. (3.2.96)
We still have































, |x| ≥ ct
(3.2.98)
Therefore,
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, |x| ≥ ct
(3.2.99)
Similarly, we get






























, |x| ≥ ct
(3.2.101)
Thus,
















































, |x| ≥ ct
(3.2.102)
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We obtain that for even n,

















, |x| ≥ ct
. (3.2.103)
Therefore we complete the proof of this proposition for β = 0.
When |β| > 0, one obtains that
DβxG
11























≡W ∗DβxB11,1(x, t) +Wt ∗DβxB11,2(x, t),
(3.2.104)
Then by using the estimates for DβxBij,k as in (3.2.89) and (3.2.92), and following
the same arguments as above, one can prove the general ones.
In last proposition, we obtained the point-wise estimate for GijL except G
22
L in
finite Mach region. The estimate for G22,1L is similar as previous one. However, for
G22,2L G
22,3
L , the complex analytic techniques is insufficient, we need different methods
to attack.
Lemma 3.13. Let
G22,2L (ξ, t) = χκ(|ξ|)e−ν|ξ|
2t/2 (cos(c|ξ|t)− 1) ξξ
T
|ξ|2 (3.2.105)
as in (3.2.22). Suppose |x| ≤ 3Mc(1 + t) for some M > 1, then for n odd,∣∣DβxG22,2L (x, t)∣∣
=

























, |x| ≤ ct
.
(3.2.106)
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W(x, τ) ∗x I(x, t)dτ
∣∣∣∣
(3.2.108)
We have to discuss for even n and odd n respectively.
We consider the case when n is odd firstly. By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.7,



































































































3Ct dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1,|α|
(3.2.111)
There are two cases.


























































In second line, we change the integration variable τ =
√
tλ.
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, |x| ≤ ct
. (3.2.116)
Next we consider the case when n is even. Again by Lemma 3.9 and 3.7,













































































1− |y|2dydτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1,|α|
+Ce−t/C
≡ J1 + J2.
(3.2.118)













































































τ 2 − λ2
(3.2.119)
There are two cases.
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τ 2 − λ2














































In second equality, we have changed the variable λ→ √tλ, τ → √tτ .



































































, |x| ≤ ct.
(3.2.125)



















































The third line follows from Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 3.15. As in (3.2.22),
G22(ξ, t) = G22,1(ξ, t) +G22,2(ξ, t) +G22,3(ξ, t)
= G22,1(ξ, t)
+ e−ν|ξ|
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Let G22L (x, t) = χκ(D)G
22(x, t). G22,iL , i = 1, 2, 3 are defined accordingly. Then, for
t > 0 and |x| ≤ 3Mc(t+ 1),
Case 1. n is odd,






























, |x| ≤ ct
. (3.2.131)
∣∣DβxG22,3L (x, t)∣∣ ≤ C e− |x|2Ct(t+ 1)(n+|β|)/2 . (3.2.132)
Case 2. n is even,


















, |x| ≥ ct
.
(3.2.133)

























, |x| ≤ ct.
(3.2.134)
∣∣DβxG22,3L (x, t)∣∣ ≤ C e− |x|2Ct(t+ 1)(n+|β|)/2 . (3.2.135)
Proof. The estimates for G22,1L are similar as in Proposition 3.12, we omit them. For
G22,2L and G
22,3
L , we have Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14 respectively, thus we complete the
proof.
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3.2.4 Short wave component inside finite Mach number re-
gion
In last section, we have obtained the point-wise estimates of the long wave com-
ponent of the fundamental solution in finite Mach region. In this section, we will
continue to estimate the short wave component.
We decompose the short wave component further as follows,
Definition 3.2. Let χR(ξ) be indicator function of {|ξ| > R}, χM(ξ) ≡ 1−χκ(|ξ|)−
χR(|ξ|). We decompose GS further as




G2 is easier to handle. Let us estimate it firstly.
Lemma 3.16. When κ ≤ |ξ| ≤ R, there exists positive constant θ depends only on
κ,R, ν, c, such that
<(λ±) ≤ −θ. (3.2.137)










It is clear that when |ξ| < 2c/ν,
√
1− 4c2
ν2|ξ|2 is purely imaginary number. Thus
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Proposition 3.17. Let G2 = χM(|ξ|)G as in Definition 3.2, for β ∈ Nn there exists
constant C such that





∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−θt, (3.2.140)
where θ is in Lemma 3.16.
Proof. We have another decomposition of G as in (3.2.14), G = G+ + G−. This





















in the compact set {κ ≤ |ξ| ≤ R}, the entries in above three matrices are all
bounded, combining with Lemma 3.16, <(λ±) ≤ −θ, we obtain that∣∣DβxG2(x, t)∣∣ ≤ Ce−θt. (3.2.142)

















Lemma 3.18. When |ξ| > 2c/ν, there exist constants a+j and a−j for j ∈ N such







a+j |ξ|−2j +O(|ξ|−2(m+1)), (3.2.144)






a−j |ξ|−2j +O(|ξ|−2(m+1)). (3.2.145)
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b+j |ξ|−2j +O(|ξ|−2(m+1)), (3.2.147)
η−(ξ) = −1 +
m∑
j=1



























































j (t) (∗ = +,−, 0) are polynomials in t of degree no larger than j.
Proof. The proofs are straightforward Taylor series calculations.

























































= G+(ξ, t) +G−(ξ, t).
(3.2.156)
where G−(ξ, t) is the sum of last two terms.



































































G3(ξ, t) can be decomposed accordingly as
G3 = χR(|ξ|)G
= χR(|ξ|)G+ + χR(|ξ|)G−
≡ G3+ +G3−.
(3.2.159)
Proposition 3.19. For sufficiently large R, for t ≥ 1, for β ∈ Nn there exists
constant C such that , ∣∣DβxG3−(x, t)∣∣ ≤ C e− νR2t8t(n+|β|)/2 ; (3.2.160)






)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C. (3.2.161)
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Proof. When t ≥ 1 and R sufficiently large, we have,































































Proposition 3.20. For sufficiently large R, for t > 0, for l ∈ N there exists constant






)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−c2t/ν . (3.2.165)
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Proof. This is basic fact of heat kernel.
Theorem 3.22 (Finite Mach number region). Assume |x| ≤ 3Mc(t+1), M >
1, and |β| ≤ l, there exists constant C such that: When t ≥ 1,


























where (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}.















































, |x| ≤ ct
(3.2.170)




































, |x| ≥ ct
(3.2.171)





























































, |x| ≤ ct.
(3.2.172)








Mj(x, t)− χR(D)H(x, t)
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C (3.2.173)
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Proof. For t ≥ 1, we decompose G(ξ, t) as,
G(ξ, t) =G(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
=GL(ξ, t) +G2(ξ, t) +G3(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
=GL(ξ, t) +G2(ξ, t) +G3+(ξ, t) +G3−(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)

























+G3−(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
(3.2.175)













































, |x| ≥ ct
, n is even
(3.2.176)
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For t ≤ 1, we use another decomposition of G(ξ, t),
G(ξ, t) =G(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
=GL(ξ, t) +G2(ξ, t) +G3(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)
=GL(ξ, t) +G2(ξ, t) +G3+(ξ, t) +G3−(ξ, t) + H(ξ, t)

















Lj(ξ, t) + χR(|ξ|)
n+l∑
j=0









Mj(ξ, t)− H(ξ, t)























Mj(x, t)− χR(D)H(x, t)
)∣∣∣∣∣






































, |x| ≥ ct
, n is even
(3.2.179)
Therefore the theorem is proved.
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Remark 3.23. We have obtained the point-wise estimate of fundamental solution
after subtracting some singular parts, these singular parts consist of distributions.
We have a lemma to characterize the singular parts.
Lemma 3.24. [29] If supp fˆ(ξ) ⊂ OR ≡ {|ξ| > R}, and fˆ(ξ) satisfies∣∣∣Dβξ fˆ(ξ)∣∣∣ ≤ C|ξ|−1−|β|, (3.2.180)
then there exists distributions f1(x), f2(x) and constant C0 such that
f(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) + C0δ(x), (3.2.181)
where δ(x) is the Dirac function. Furthermore, for positive integer 2N > n+ |α|,
|Dαxf1(x)| ≤ C
(
1 + |x|2)−N , (3.2.182)
‖f2‖L1 ≤ C, suppf2(x) ⊂ {|x| ≤ 2ε0}, (3.2.183)
with ε0 being sufficiently small.
Proof. Since supp fˆ(ξ) ⊂ OR, we have
I ≡ ∣∣xβDαxf(x)∣∣ ≤ C ∫
|ξ|>R
|ξ|−1+|α|−|β|dξ. (3.2.184)
By taking β = 2N > |α|+ n we have I ≤ C. Thus for |x| 6= 0,
|Dαxf(x)| ≤ C|x|−2N . (3.2.185)
Let f1(x) ≡ Ψ(x)f(x) with Ψ(x) ∈ C∞ and
Ψ(x) =




1 + |x|2)−N . (3.2.187)
On the other hand, let f3(x) = (1 − Ψ(x))f(x) and f2(x) = x−β(xβf3(x)). We
have
‖f2‖L1 ≤ C‖xβf3‖Lp‖x−β‖Lq(|x|<1), (3.2.188)
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with p = 2n, q = 2n/(n− 1). Here we have used that
supp f3(x) ⊂ {x : |x| < 2ε0} ⊂ {x : |x| < 1}. (3.2.189)
Choosing β = n − 1 gives ‖x−β‖Lq(|x|<1) ≤ C. Let η(ξ) be Fourier transform of
(1−Ψ(x)), since (1−Ψ(x)) is a function with compact support, we know ‖η‖L1 ≤ C.
By Hausdorff-Young inequality and (3.2.180), we have
‖xβf3‖Lp ≤ C‖η‖L1 (3.2.190)
One can immediately verify that χR(|ξ|)
∑n+l
j=0 Lj(ξ, t) for t > 0, χR(|ξ|)
∑n+l
j=0 Mj(ξ, t)
and χR(|ξ|)H(ξ, t) for t ≤ 1 satisfy the condition of last lemma. This lead us to con-
clude that
Theorem 3.25 (Characterization of Singular wave). The singular part χR(D)
∑n+l
j=0 Lj(x, t)




Lj(x, t) = e
−c2t/ν (F l1(x) + F l2(x) + C0δ(x)) . (3.2.191)
Here supp F l2(x) ⊂ {|x| ≤ 2ε0} and ‖F l2‖L1 ≤ C. For positive integer 2N > n +
|α|,∣∣DαxF l1(x)∣∣ ≤ C(1 + |x|2)−N .
Similarly, when 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the singular parts,
χR(D)
∑n+l




2(x) + C0δ(x), (3.2.192)
χR(D)H(x, t) = H1(x) +H2(x) + C0δ(x) (3.2.193)
Here N l1, H1 and N
l





Remark 3.26. The key point of this theorem is that although the singular parts are
distributions, their singular support only concentrate near the origin. Away from
the origin, they are ordinary function with good decay properties.
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3.2.5 Fundamental solution outside finite Mach number re-
gion
By remark 3.26, if we restrict the fundamental solution outside some neighborhood
of origin, for example , consider {x ∈ Rn|3
2
Mc(t + 1) ≤ |x| ≤ 3Mc(t + 1)}, from
our theorem, we know detailed point-wise decay structure of fundamental solution.
However, the picture is still not complete, since lack of the information in the region
{|x| > 3Mc(t + 1)}. The complex analytic technique can only provide us the
exponential decay structure inside finite Mach number region.
In fact, if adopting the real analytic technique such as Fourier multiplier type
estimates, as what have been done in [12],[11],[29], one can get the global structure,
but only with the polynomial decaying rate.
To complete the whole picture, we need to find out other method to obtain the
information in the region {|x| > 3Mc(t + 1)}. Instead using Fourier analysis, we
consider the partial differential equation itself. Nevertheless, we do not consider the
original full equation,
ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c
2ρxj = ε4mj + η (∇ ·m)xj ρ(x, 0)
m(x, 0)
 = δ(x)In
x ∈ Rn, t > 0 (3.2.194)
We will take advantage of structure of fundamental solution inside finite Mach re-
gion, and consider the following homogeneous initial condition and non-homogeneous
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boundary value problem,
ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c

















Mc(t+1), t > 0 (3.2.195)
We will use weighted energy estimate to obtain the point-wise structure of this
equation.
Theorem 3.27. For β ∈ Nn, there exists constant C such that in the region {|x| ≥
3
2
Mc(t+ 1)}, the fundamental solution satisfies the following estimates,
∣∣DβxG(x, t)∣∣ ≤ Ce− |x|+tC . (3.2.196)
Proof. Denote the region {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≥ 3
2
Mc(t + 1)} by Dt, and its boundary
{x ∈ Rn : |x| = 3
2
Mc(t + 1)} by ∂Dt. Let w(x, t) = eδ(|x|−Nt) be weighted function,
where δ is a small positive number, N is a large positive number, which will be
determined later. Multiplying the first equation in (3.2.195) by wρ and integrating
with respect to x over
{|x| ≥ 3
2






























where Divergence theorem and Co-area formula have been used.
Similarly, multiplying the second equation in (3.2.195) by wmj, integrating with
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wmj∇mj · ~dSx + η
∫
∂Dt
w(∇ ·m)mj ~ej · ~dSx
(3.2.198)










































mj∇mj · ~dSx + η
∫
∂Dt
w(∇ ·m)m · ~dSx
(3.2.199)















































mj∇mj + η (∇ ·m)m− c2ρm
)









c2ρ2 + |m|2) dSx︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5
(3.2.200)
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From definition of w, we get
∇w = δw x|x| , (3.2.201)
wt = −δNw. (3.2.202)
∑n
j=1 |mj∇w · ∇mj| = δw
∑n
j=1
∣∣∣mj ( x|x| · ∇mj)∣∣∣ ≤ 12δw (|m|2 +∑nj=1 |∇mj|2) ,(3.2.203)
|(∇w ·m) (∇ ·m)| = δw
∣∣∣( x|x| ·m)(∇ ·m)∣∣∣ ≤ 12δw (|m|2 + (∇ ·m)2) ,(3.2.204)
|ρ∇w ·m| = δw








ρ2 + |m|2 +
n∑
j=1
|∇mj|2 + (∇ ·m)2
)
dx (3.2.207)









c2ρ2 + |m|2) dx (3.2.208)
For sufficiently small δ and large N , we obtain





ρ2 + |m|2 +
n∑
j=1
|∇mj|2 + (∇ ·m)2
)
dx. (3.2.209)
where δ1 is a small positive constant depending on c, η, ε, δ, N.
To estimate I4 and I5, we need information of ρ,m on the boundary ∂Dt. For-
tunately, we have obtained structure of fundamental solution inside the finite Mach
number region, i.e. {x : |x| ≤ 3Mc(1 + t)} by long short wave decomposition, real
and complex analytic techniques. From Theorem 3.22, 3.25, one obtains that there
exists constant C such that
|∇m|, |m|, |ρ| ≤ Ce−t/C for x ∈ ∂Dt = {x : |x| = 3
2
Mc(t+ 1)}. (3.2.210)






where C1 is constant depends on C, ε, η, c. By choosing δ even smaller,
|I4| ≤ C2tne−t/C2 ≤ C3e−t/C3 . (3.2.212)
For I5, we have similar estimates.
Let E(t) ≡ ∫
Dt
w (ρ2 + |m|2) dx, combining the estimates above,
d
dt
E(t) + δ1E(t) ≤ C3e−t/C3 . (3.2.213)
By Gronwall inequality and E(0) = 0, for δ1 sufficiently small, we obtain
E(t) ≤ C4e−t/C4 . (3.2.214)
In order to apply Sobolev inequality to obtain the point-wise estimate, we still
need higher order estimates. The argument is similar so we omit them. Finally, we









dx ≤ Ce−t/C . (3.2.215)
In particular, for any β ∈ Nn, choose l > n
2





(|Dβxρ(x, t)|+ |Dβxm(x, t)|) ≤ Ce−t/C . (3.2.216)
By choosing δ sufficiently small, we conclude there exists constant C
|Dβxρ|, |Dβxm| ≤ Ce−
|x|+t
C . (3.2.217)
This completes the proof.
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3.3 Green’s function for half space problem
We have obtained the point-wise estimates for fundamental solution of the Cauchy
problem (3.2.1).
We now turn to construct the Green’s function for initial-boundary value prob-
lem. In this section, we first convert the initial-boundary value problem into a prob-
lem with homogeneous initial condition and non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
condition by shifting the initial condition through fundamental solution. Then we
follow the framework of Algebraic-Complex Scheme in Chapter 1, with some mod-
ifications, to obtain the solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) variable. Instead directly inverting
the solution into space-time domain, here we identify the correspondence of sym-
bol representations between the fundamental solution and Green’s function. Since
the detailed structure of fundamental solution is known, we can use the symbol
identification to obtain the structure of Green’s function.
3.3.1 Fundamental solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables
By (3.2.3), we have the fundamental solution in (ξ, t) variable,
Gˆ(ξ, t) = exp
−
 0 √−1ξT√−1c2ξ ε|ξ|2 + ηξξT
 t
 . (3.3.1)











 0 √−1ξT√−1c2ξ ε|ξ|2 + ηξξT
 dt
=
 s √−1ξT√−1c2ξ s+ ε|ξ|2 + ηξξT
−1
(3.3.2)
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where ν = ε+ η.
Proof. From (3.3.2), this is matrix manipulation. To facilitate our computation, we
suppose the inverse matrix has the following form α √−1βξT√−1γξ δ + σξξT
 , (3.3.4)
here α, β, γ, δ, σ are all scalar.
From the equation α √−1βξT√−1γξ δ + σξξT
 ·
 s √−1ξT√−1c2ξ s+ ε|ξ|2 + ηξξT

=







we get the linear system of knowns α, β, γ, δ, σ. Solving this equation will give the
expected result.
Observe the expression of fundamental solution in (ξ, s) variable in (3.3.3), to
find the fundamental solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) variable, we only need to consider the
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inverse Fourier transformation ξ1 → x1 of the following function,
I1 ≡ 1
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. Suppose x1 > 0, we can close the integral path in upper
half plane by adding a half circle. Since the contribution of integration over half






































when x1 > 0. Similarly, one can compute for x1 < 0 by close the integral path in


























Other calculations are similar.
From this Lemma, we obtain the representation of fundamental solution in
(x1, ξ
′, s) variables,
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Proposition 3.30. The fundamental solution in (x1, ξ
′, s) variable is
























































We can compare the representation of fundamental solution in (ξ, t) variables
(3.2.4) and in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables (3.3.16) to get the correspondence between different
representations.
3.3.2 Green’s function in (ζ, ξ′, s) variables
The original initial-boundary value problem is (3.1.4),

ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






m(x1 = 0, x
′, t) = ~0
x ∈ Rn+, t > 0 (3.3.18)








whereG(x, t) is the fundamental solution of Cauchy problem we obtained in previous
section. Then (ρ¯, m¯) satisfy the same initial condition as (ρ,m).
We can consider the equation for (ρ− ρ¯,m− m¯), which is a homogeneous initial
and non-homogeneous boundary value problem. For simplicity, we still denote the
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new functions by (ρ,m). I believe this abuse of notation will not cause confusion.
They satisfy the new equation,

ρt +∇ ·m = 0
mjt + c






m(x1 = 0, x













Taking Fourier transform with respect to x′, Laplace transform with respect to
t and x1, and denoting the dual variables by ξ
′, s and ζ respectively, one obtains

sρ+ (ζm1 −m1b +
√−1ξ′ ·m′) = 0
sm1 + c2(ζρ− ρb) = ε(ζ2m1 − ζm1b −m1n − |ξ′|2m1)
+ η(ζ2m1 − ζm1b −m1n + ζ
√−1ξ′ ·m′ −√−1ξ′ ·m′b)
sm′ + c2




Here m′ = (m2,m3, · · · ,mn), mn = ∂x1m(x1 = 0, ξ′, s). We denote the trans-
formed function still by (ρ,m), this will note cause ambiguity since the depending
variables are explicit written down.
Moreover, set x1 = 0, take Laplace transform in t, Fourier Transform in x
′ for




√−1ξ′ ·m′b = 0. (3.3.22)
This shows that the boundary condition of density cannot be given arbitrarily, to
be consistent with the equation, they should satisfy (3.3.22).
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After simplification,
sρ+ ζm1 +
√−1ξ′ ·m′ = m1b
c2ζρ+
(
s+ ε|ξ′|2 − νζ2)m1 − ηζ√−1ξ′ ·m′ = c2ρb − νζm1b − νm1n − η√−1ξ′ ·m′b
c2
√−1ξ′ρ− η√−1ξ′ζm1 + [(s+ ε|ξ′|2 − εζ2)In−1 + ηξ′ξ′T ]m′ = −η√−1ξ′m1b − εζm′b − εm′n
(3.3.23)










c2ζ s+ ε|ξ′|2 − νζ2 −ηζ√−1ξ′T
c2












 = M−1w. (3.3.25)























In−1 − ηs+c2pq ξ′ξ′T
 (3.3.26)
Proof. The brutal force calculation would be very complicated. We try to find the








√−1ξ′ k√−1ξ′ lIn−1 +mξ′ξ′T
 . (3.3.27)
From MN = In+1, one can obtain the following linear system with unknowns
(a, b, d, e, f, g, h, k, l,m).
sa+ ζd− |ξ′|2g = 1
c2ζa+ (s+ ε|ξ′|2 − νζ2)d+ ηζ|ξ′|2g = 0
√−1ξ′ (c2a− ηζd+ (s+ ν|ξ′|2 − εζ2)g) = 0
(3.3.28)
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
a =
s+ (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)ν
s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)
d = − c
2ζ
s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)
g = − c
2
s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)
(3.3.29)

sb+ ζe− |ξ′|2k = 0
c2ζb+ (s+ ε|ξ′|2 − νζ2)e+ ηζ|ξ′|2k = 1
√−1ξ′ (c2b− ηζe+ (s+ ν|ξ′|2 − εζ2)k) = 0
(3.3.30)

b = − ζ
s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)
e =
c2|ξ′|2 + s(s+ ν|ξ′|2 − εζ2)
(s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)) (s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2))
k =
ζ(c2 + ηs)
(s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)) (s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2))
(3.3.31)

√−1ξ′T (sf + ζh+ l +m|ξ′|2) = 0
√−1ξ′T (c2ζf + (s+ ε|ξ′|2 − νζ2)h− ηζl − ηζ|ξ′|2m) = 0
ξ′ξ′T
(−c2f + ηζh+ ηl + (s+ ν|ξ′|2 − εζ2)m)+ (s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2))lIn−1 = In−1
(3.3.32)

f = − 1
s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)
h =
ζ(c2 + ηs)
(s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)) (s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2))
l =
1
s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2)
m = − c
2 + ηs
(s2 + (|ξ′|2 − ζ2)(c2 + νs)) (s+ ε(|ξ′|2 − ζ2))
(3.3.33)
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3.3.3 Green’s function in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables
This gives us the representation of solution in (ζ, ξ′, s) variables provided we know
what mn is, that is, the Neumann data. However, only the Dirichlet data is given.
We are going to follow the general framework outlined in section 1.2.4 to derive the
solution.




 = v1e−λ1x1 + v2e−λ2x1 (3.3.34)
We use ODE to find the solution. Taking Fourier transform to x′ and Laplace
transform to t for system (3.3.20), we obtain
sρ+ ∂x1m
1 +
√−1ξ′ ·m′ = 0
sm1 + c2∂x1ρ = ε
(
∂2x1m
1 − |ξ′|2m1)+ η (∂2x1m1 +√−1ξ′ · ∂x1m′)
sm′ + c2
√−1ξ′ρ = ε (∂2x1m′ − |ξ′|2m′)+ η√−1ξ′ (∂x1m1 +√−1ξ′ ·m′)m1(x1 = 0, ξ′, s)













√−1ξ′ ·m′) , (3.3.36)
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Proposition 3.32. Let (m1,m′) be the solution of (3.3.37), thenm1
m′
 =


















Proof. The form of solution should bem1
m′
 = v1e−λ1x1 + v2x1eλ2
for some vectors vi, i = 1, 2, where vi are functions in (ξ
′, s). On the other hand,
since the ODE (3.3.35) is linear in boundary conditions, this inspires us to find the
solution of the form m1
m′




Substituting it into (3.3.35) and (3.3.37), we have
[(









(M1 +M2)mb = mb.
(3.3.39)
This leads us to find M1,M2 satisfying
(
λ21A− λ1B − C
)
M1 = 0(
λ22A− λ2B − C
)
M2 = 0




λ22A− λ2B − C
)
M2 = 0(




λ21A− λ1B − C
) (3.3.41)
Thus [




1A− λ1B − C,
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and



















































) + (λ1 − λ2)2|ξ′|2.
By using the expressions of λ1 and λ2, we can rewrite the inverse matrix as[(
λ21 − λ22
)


















r = (λ21 − |ξ′|2)(λ22 − |ξ′|2) + (λ1 − λ2)2|ξ′|2
= (λ1λ2 − |ξ′|2)2.
In addition, we have











(λ21 − λ22)A− (λ1 − λ2)B
]−1 · (λ21 − λ1B − C)
=
 − |ξ′|2λ1λ2−|ξ′|2 λ1λ1λ2−|ξ′|2√−1ξ′T
λ2
λ1λ2−|ξ′|2
√−1ξ′ In−1 + ξ′ξ′Tλ1λ2−|ξ′|2
 , (3.3.43)
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M1 = In −M2 =






We can conclude that given boundary data mb, the solution (3.3.38) ism1
m′
 =




























Since the solution formula (3.3.38) hold for general Dirichlet boundary condition,
it provides us the representation of Green’s function for purely boundary value
problem in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables.
Summarizing above results follows the following proposition.
Proposition 3.33. The Green’s function for pure boundary value problem (3.3.20)
in terms of (x1, ξ
′, s) variables is































Note that each entry has a common denominator 1
λ1λ2−|ξ′|2 , using the explicit
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form of λ1 and λ2,
1













































































where D(ξ′, s) = s2 + (ν + ε)|ξ′|2s+ c2|ξ′|2.
3.3.4 Symbol identification and inversion of Green’s func-
tion
In order to find the Green’s function in (x1, x
′, t) variables, we have to invert the
representation in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables. From Proposition 3.33, it suffices to obtain
Fourier-Laplace inverse of three functions: e−λix1 , i = 1, 2 and 1/D. It turns out
that immediate Fourier-Laplace inverse would be highly nontrivial, for example, one
can refer to [13] and [18].
Here we adopt a different approach. In previous sections, we have obtained the
detailed point-wise estimates of fundamental solution in Theorem 3.22, Theorem
3.27, and its representation in (x1, ξ
′, s) variables (3.3.16). In this section, we will
relate the symbols e−λix1 , i = 1, 2 in Green’s function to those in fundamental solu-
tion and invert 1/D explicitly to get Green’s function. Throughout this section, we
assume x1 > 0.
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Proof. They are from (3.3.16).
Lemma 3.35. For i = 1, 2, 3,
∂tG1i = −∂x1G2i −∇′ ·G3i (3.3.52)




G2i + η∂x1∇′ ·G3i (3.3.53)
∂tG3i = −c2∇′G1i + η∂x1∇′G2i +
(
ε4+ η∇′∇′T )G3i (3.3.54)
∂2tG1i = 4
[
c2G1i − ν (∂x1G2i +∇′ ·G3i)
]
(3.3.55)















−c2∂x1 ε4+ η∂2x1 η∂x1∇′T







The first three equalities are just rephrasing of the matrix equation. As a conse-
quence, we have the last equality.





, O(x, t) = c2G12−ν (∂x1G22 +∇′ ·G32).
(i).




= 2O(x, t); (3.3.57)
(ii).




= −2ε∂x1E(x, t); (3.3.58)
(iii).
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e−λ1x1 = 2(νs+ c2)G12(x1, ξ′, s).
By the property of Laplace transform
L[ d
dt
f ] = sL[f ]− f(t),
and G12(x, 0) = 0, we have
L−1s→t[sG12(x1, ξ, s)] = ∂tG12(x1, ξ′, t).
Taking inverse Fourier transform,
F−1ξ′→x′ ◦ L−1s→t [sG12] = 2(c2 + ν∂t)G12(x1, x′, t).
By Lemma 3.35,






= 2(c2 + ν∂t)G12 = 2O(x, t).
















There exists C1 > 0 such that,for l ∈ N, |β| ≤ l, when t ≥ 1,∣∣∣∣∣∣Dβx′
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when t ≤ 1,∣∣∣∣∣∣Dβx′













































We will use long wave short wave decomposition technique to find Fourier in-
verse of above function. We introduce cut-off functions χ1(ξ
′) ≡ 1{|ξ′|<κ}, χ3(ξ′) ≡
1{|ξ′|>R}, χ2(ξ′) = 1 − χ1(ξ′) − χ3(ξ′), where κ and R are positive number, κ is














≡S1 + S2 + S3.
Case I: Finitie Mach Region {|x′| ≤ Mct}.








√−1c|ξ′| (1 +A (|ξ′|2)) ,
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where A(|ξ′|2) is an analytic function in |ξ′|2 and A = O(|ξ′|2). In addition we have
1










−α|ξ′|2t cos (c|ξ′|tA) (1 + B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
+ cos (c|ξ′|t) e−α|ξ′|2t sin (c|ξ
′|tA)
c|ξ′| (1 + B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
.
Here Ai, i = 1, 2 can be extended to analytic functions of ξ′ in a neighborhood of 0,
and can be bounded by eO(1)|ξ
′|3t.
Similar as Proposition 3.12, taking κ small enough, we can show
∣∣∣Dβx′S1(x′, t)∣∣∣ ≤













where Wn−1 is the inverse Fourier transform of sin(c|ξ
′|t)
c|ξ′| , that is the fundamental
solution of wave equation in n− 1 dimension.
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where aj(t), bj(t) are polynomials in t of degree no larger than j. Similar as Propo-
sition 3.19 and 3.20, we can prove∣∣∣∣∣∣Dβx′




∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(1)e−t/C1 .
When κ < |ξ′| < R,∣∣∣∣∣e−α|ξ
′|2t+λ(|ξ′|)t − e−α|ξ′|2t−λ(|ξ′|)t
2λ(|ξ′|)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(1)e−t/C1 ,
since the range of ξ′ is compact, it is easy to see
|Dβx′S2(x′, t)| ≤ O(1)e−t/C1 .
When 0 < t < 1, applying similar argument, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣∣Dβx′









Case II: Outside Finite Mach Region {|x′| >Mct}.
Observe that 1
D
is the transformation of solution of the following equation
(
∂2t − (ν + ε)∂t4′ − c24′
)
u = 0
u(x′, 0) = 0, ut(x′, 0) = δ(x′)
Then following the similar weighted energy argument as for Theorem 3.27, we can
prove that ∣∣∣Dβx′S(x′, t)∣∣∣ ≤ Ce− |x′|C1 .
Summarizing above results complete the proof.
Theorem 3.38 (Green’s Function). Let Gb(x1, x′, t) be the Green’s function for
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Let G(x, t) be the fundamental solution for Cauchy problem. Let Ψi, Ai, i = 1, 2, S








(Gb)11 = (∂tA1 − ε4′ (A1 + A2)) ∗ S ?Ψ1, (3.3.61)
(Gb)12 = −ε (A1 ∗ A2 ∗ S−4′S) ?∇′TΨ1, (3.3.62)



















)4′ (A1 + A2)] ∗ S ?∇′ (Ψ1 −Ψ2) ,
(3.3.65)




(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ S−4′S) ?∇′∇′T (Ψ1 −Ψ2) . (3.3.66)
where









f(x− x′∗, t− τ)g(x′∗, τ)dx′∗dτ,
and









′, τ)g(x1 − x∗1, x′ − x∗′, t− τ)dx∗′dx∗1dτ.
should be understood in the sense of distribution.





The main objective of this dissertation was to study the Green’s function for viscous
system and the point-wise behavior of the solution of initial-boundary value problem.
In order to achieve this, the Algebraic-Complex Scheme was employed and further
extended. We have applied the new method to three classical equations, convec-
tion heat equation with Robin condition, 1-D compressible Navier-Stokes equation
with Robin condition with background velocity, and multi-dimensional compressible
Navier-Stokes equation in half space. For the first two equations, the full boundary
data were constructed. For the last equation, the point-wise structure of fundamen-
tal solution and the representation of Green’s function have been obtained.
In view of our results, it appears that the algebraic-complex scheme provides
an efficient method to handle problem with various boundary condition. Currently,
the common methods to tackle nonlinear problem include energy estimates, func-
tional analysis and pseudo-differential operator and their combinations. Admittedly,
these methods are powerful for proving global well-posedness and stability result.
However, they provide insufficient information on local behavior of the solution.
Compared to these methods, the algebraic-complex scheme exploits the delicate
analyticity properties, thus describing the local point-wise behavior explicitly.
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Based on the representation of Green’s function and point-wise estimate of fun-
damental solution, it is possible to investigate nonlinear stability and large-time
asymptotic behavior of solutions of compressible Navier-Stokes equation in half
space, like what have been done in [12]. This kind of result would provide more
precise point-wise information than [7].
However, there are several limitations in the algebraic-complex scheme. Firstly,
it can only deal with the constant coefficient problems or piecewise constant coef-
ficient problem, since the algebraic-complex scheme depends on the analyticity of
solution in transformed variables while the variable coefficient would break this ana-
lyticity. Therefore, it would not be possible to generalize algebraic-complex scheme
to most general variable coefficient problem. A possible extension is to investigate
the analytic coefficient problem. This direction may rely on how to incorporate
hyper-function theory [8] into algebraic-complex scheme. The second limitation is
that currently we only know how to apply algebraic-complex method to half-space
boundary. For more general boundary, although we can partition them into small
segments and stretch them to straight one, the analyticity will not be preserved
under these operations. Hence algebraic-complex scheme lose its power in this case.
However, we still can consider some special curved boundary such that certain de-
formation will preserve the analyticity. Therefore, the interesting future directions
include extending algebraic-complex scheme to problems with special coefficients or
problems with special curved boundary.
Another interesting future area is inverse problem of multi-layer problem. One
example is to gain the inside information such as depth of different medium layer
only by measuring the boundary properties. Algebraic-complex scheme may be a
helpful tool to handle this problem.
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